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Innovation. In our raw materials. In our solutions.

SUGGESTED STARTING FORMULATIONS

Need assistance in developing a custom solution? 
Vitech has a full-service lab that can collaborate with  
you and help you meet your cost, performance and  
environmental objectives! Click the HELP! icon and  
let us earn the right to invest in your success!

iDATA assist
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REGULATORY / TOX INFORMATION

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
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	Environment/Health & Safety text: •  May reduce the need for drying agent     chemistry  
	Product Description: Surfactant system developed for triple/poly foamers and clear coat protectorants
	Product Name: PF2 
	Cost/Performance text: •  Produces a high, dense, stable foam•  Excellent foam coverage under aeration•  Rapid water beading / sheeting properties            upon rinsing•  Simply dilute, dye & fragrance
	Uses & Applications - main text: •  Clear coat protectorants•  Triple / poly foamers
	Uses & Applications - bold text:   
	Suggested Formulation - 1: Triple / Poly Foamerwith Silicone Quat
	Suggested Formulation - 2: Triple / Poly Foamer
	Suggested Formulation - 1 Dilution: (Dilution: 80 - 120:1)
	Suggested Formulation - 2 Dilution: (Dilution: 80 - 120:1)
	Suggested Formulation - 1 Ingredients: Water..................................................BalancePF2*.........................................20.0% - 25.0%SQS*............................................1.0% - 2.0%Dye / Fragrance..........................................QSSQS is a siliconized quaternary that provides water sheeting/ beading properties and the ability to make a wax claim.                   
	Suggested Formulation - 2 Ingredients: Water...................................BalancePF2*..........................20.0% - 25.0%Dye / Fragrance..........................QS
	Suggested Formulation - 3: Clear Coat Protectorant
	Suggested Formulation - 3 Dilution: (Dilution: 80 - 120:1)
	Suggested Formulation - 3 Ingredients: Water.......................................BalancePF2*..............................20.0% - 25.0%Dye / Fragrance...............................QS
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	Appearance: Clear yellow to amber liquid
	pH (Conc): 5.5 - 7.5
	Pour Point: 1.04 (8.7 lbs./gallon)
	Cloud Point: ca. 100 - 300 cps
	Density:   
	Package & Handling text: PF2 is available in:•  Bulk•  55 gallon plastic drums (net wt. 440 lbs)•  5 gallon pails (net wt. 40 lbs)
	Regulatory/Tox Information text: DOT / TDG classification: Non-Regulated  DSL and TSCA compliant 
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	Product Spec 1: Appearance:pH (as is):Density @ 23ºC:Activity, %:Viscosity:
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	1: 33.0 min. 


